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Product Announcement
Pro-Ject Speed Box DS Strobo Available Now
The ultimate affordable upgrade.
Didcot, Oxfordshire – 17th February, 2015
Since its launch in 2012, the Debut Carbon turntable from Pro-Ject Audio Systems has taken the
analogue hi-fi market by storm. Combining a striking design with phenomenal sound, it’s proven a
worthy successor to the ‘Debut’ name. Now, Pro-Ject are showing continued support to those
customers who have purchased the original Debut Carbon – as well as many other older 230V and
16V AC motor models – by introducing the Speed Box DS Strobo.
By connecting a compliant turntable to this neat
little box you can achieve new levels of motor
efficiency, while also bringing automatic speed
change to your system; effectively improving the
sound quality and the convenience of your record
player in one step.
The Speed Box DS Strobo allows for easy
switching between 33 1/3 and 45 RPM speeds,
without having to touch the drive belt. With the
additional Speed Box Pulley (available separately
for £15.00) you can also achieve 78 RPM speed on
compliant turntables. The ‘+’ and ‘–‘ buttons on the front panel allow for finer speed adjustments, to
perfectly suit the preferred listening speed of the playing record. By pressing these buttons you can
adjust the speed by 0.2% up or down in 40 steps, for ultimate flexibility. A master speed reset
function allows for easy switching back to the base-level speed.
The inclusion of a stroboscopic light attachment means that you can also partner your turntable and
Speed Box DS Strobo with Pro-Ject’s Strobe-IT (available separately for £25.00), to confirm when
you’re spinning at the exact speed you need.
As well as convenience, the Speed Box DS Strobo can also improve the sound quality of your
turntable. The speed regulation is quartz-generated, so the normal noisy mains signal from your
home plug socket is replaced with clean 230V power that’s been kept free of interference. This
process allows the motor to run silently and efficiently, reducing the natural resonances that can
transfer through to the plinth and degrade the sound performance.
As well as the Debut Carbon, the Speed Box DS Strobo is a great upgrade for all Pro-Ject turntables
with 230V AC motors and a captive mains lead. Most turntables with 16V AC motors can also use
this upgrade.

SRP £199.00
The Speed Box DS Strobo is available now in Black finish only.
For a list of compatible turntables, visit henleydesigns.co.uk/Speed-Box-DS-Strobo-p1405
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Technical Information
Speeds:
Speed Stability:
Pitch Control:
Output:
Power Supply:
Power Consumption:
Dimensions (W x H x D):
Weight:

33, 45 & 78RPM
± 0.001%
± 40 steps of 0.2%
230V / 3W max.
18V / 1A DC
3W Max.
103 x 72 x 150mm (incl. sockets)
1.34kg (excl. power supply)
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